iii FOREWORD For certain research and engineering applications it is necessary to create a nearly uniform electrostatic field within a given volume of free space for which access is needed from all sides. A field of this type can be created inside a series of identical, evenly spaced coaxial loops which are charged to uniformly incremented voltages. In this report the electrostatic field is calculated for such a structure of loops. The methods of calculation are described for two different cases: (1) a method using elliptic integrals is used for a finite set of round loops of circular cross section, and (2) We thank J. Doyne Sartor for his support and encouragement while we conducted this study. 
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CASE I: FINITE SET OF'ROUND LOOPS OF CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION
The electrostatic field will be calculated for a finite set of round loops whose cross-sectional diameter is small compared to the diameter of the loops themselves. The approach is to determine the charge on each conductor and then to sum the contributions to the field from each one at selected points within the volume. A line charge is assumed at the center line of each conductor. In addition to being useful for designing a structure of circular loops, the calculation may be useful for estimating the number and spacing of loops of some other shape and cross section which produce a field that is very difficult to calculate.
METHOD OF COMPUTATION
Consider a series of N-conducting round loops of radius a and cross-sectional diameter b. The conductors are evenly spaced 2h units apart and are placed at evenly incremented potentials V. = 0,2,4, etc.
units. The conductors are coaxial along the z-axis of a cylindrical coordinate system as shown in Fig. 1 for N = 5.
The charge on each conductor is computed in the manner given by Smythe (1968, pp. 36,37) from the matrix equation Q = CV. Q represents the matrix of charge values, C represents the matrix of coefficients of mutual and self-capacitance for the system, and V is the column matrix of potentials on the individual conductors Since the capacitance of any loop or pair of loops is influenced by the presence of all others, C must be calculated as the inverse of S , the matrix of coefficients of mutual and self-elastance
where S11 Jahnke and Emde (1945, pp. 52-85) .
Equations (4) and (5) were derived on the assumption that b << a. Once the S matrix has been calculated, the C = S -matrix is calculated by matrix inversion.
If p and z are the coordinates of any point within the structure, the potential ((p,z) at that point may be calculated from the expression
where the modulus 2 4pa
z. is the distance in the z-direction between the point (p,z) and the i-th conductor, and Qi is the charge on the i-th conductor. Equation (6) is the sum of the contributions to the potential from each of the N conductors making up the set. Along the axis, Eq. (6) reduces to N 1^.
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The electrostatic field at the point (p,z) is calculated from E (P,z) = -V¢(p,z) and since the field has axial symmetry, only the p and z components are in the expression. The results for these (Owen 1963, pp. 64-67) are
where C(k.) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind, defined and described by Jahnke and Emde (1945, pp. 52-85) . The field strength along the axis is
COMPUTATION OF SOME SPECIFIC CASES
A Fortran program was written using the equations described above, and equipotential lines and electrostatic field strength were calculated for some specific geometries. The Hastings approximations described by Milne-Thomson (1964, pp. 591,592) were used to calculate i(k i ) and C(ki). The method of Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting, described by Ralston (1965, pp. 399-401) , was used to obtain the inverse matrix S -1 . The potential was calculated for an array of about 40,000 evenly spaced grid points; a contouring routine was then used to plot equipotential lines in a representative plane containing the z-axis. The number and spacing of loops of given size and cross section needed to create a field of numerically specified uniformity over a given volume may be calculated. Since the electrostatic field is described by a vector quantity, both the magnitude of the field and its declination from the axial direction must be determined. For the structure of loops with a = 1.95 and b = 0.07, field values were calculated at 201 uniformly spaced points within the area 0 < p < 0.975 and 0 < z < 2.0 which is outlined by dotted lines in Fig. 4 . Because of axial symmetry and symmetry about the z = 0 plane, it was necessary to study only the field over the area rather than over the volume of revolution about the z axis.
The two components of the field may be written E = I E I sin B and
where E i is the absolute value of the field and 3 is z the angle between the direction of the field vector and the z direction.
Imax I E m' and I E I are defined as the maximum, minimum, and E]max IEmin' a 'av average values of I E I, respectively, over the area being examined. 
CASE II: INFINITE SET OF SQUARE LOOPS OF ELLIPTICAL CROSS SECTION
It is impractical to attempt to formulate a complete solution to the three-dimensional boundary value problem of a structure of square conducting loops of elliptical cross section. The principal difficulty arises in the outer region which is unbounded. To avoid the necessity of solving for the potential in the outer region, we assumed that the potential on the boundary between the inner and outer regions could be represented by the solution to the two-dimensional problem of a series of equally spaced charged conductors of elliptical cross section. In the limit of very large squares, far away from the corners, this should be a good approximation, but it will get progressively worse as the corners are approached. However, it was felt that for this limit the resulting potential near the center of the structure would be accurate enough. We set up a potential function for the inner region assuming 
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For the given geometry, a solution of the form given by Javid and Brown (1963, p. 206 is valid inside the enclosed volume. It is necessary to use two series since one must vanish at x = ±L and the other must vanish at y = +L.
Since only odd values of n will cause the appropriate series to vanish on the boundaries, we let n = 2j + 1.
The coefficients A can be found from the Fourier coefficients mj in the expression for the potential on the boundary. On the boundary 
COMPUTATION OF SOME SPECIFIC CASES
A Fortran program was written and used to calculate the potential within the structure of square loops using the equations outlined in the above section. The calculation of the electrostatic field for a plane grating of evenly spaced conductors of elliptical cross section outlined in the Appendix was used to calculate ¢(z) on the boundary. The Fourier coefficients a were determined from ¢(z) using the Goertzel algorithm m described by Ralston and Wilf (1960, p. 258) ; 50 coefficients were found to be adequate for all cases considered. Equation (11) Figs. 10 and 11. These maps show that the field is uniform over a large volume within the structure for both cases that were considered.
Calculations of the electrostatic field for one structure of square conductors require about 5 min using the Control Data 6600 computer. 
CONCLUSIONS
Our calculations show that the uniformity of the electrostatic field over a given volume which is centered within a structure of conducting loops increases rapidly as the structure is lengthened through addition of the first few loops. However, the gain in uniformity per additional loop, beyond the first few, decreases as the structure is lengthened, so that little is gained by going to very long structures.
It appears from our calculations, for both circular and square loops, that the number and spacing of conductors are of primary importance, while conductor shape and size are of secondary importance in determining the uniformity of the field.
The solution for the finite series of circular loops allows the design of a structure which will produce a field of numerically specified uniformity over a given volume within the structure. The solution for the case of square loops is of qualitative use in determining the effects of changing the cross-sectional height and thickness of the conductors. Since the results for the square conductor had to be derived for an infinitely long structure, it is necessary to estimate the number of conductors needed by using the solution for circular loops having a diameter equal to the width of the square loops.
APPENDIX
CALCULATION OF THE ELECTROSTATIC: FIELD FOR A PLANE GRATING OF EVENLY SPACED CONDUCTORS OF ELLIPTICAL CROSS SECTION
We consider an infinite series of conductors forming a grating.
The cross section of a portion of this grating is shown in Fig. 12 .
Because of symmetry it is necessary to make the calculation for only one-half of one cell which is indicated by the shaded area in the figure. 
